“This relationship begins with
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HEARING THE WORD OF GOD,
acknowledging that it is the truth, then
making an intellectual decision to establish
a personal relationship with Jesus Christ now.”

SUNDAY
WORSHIP SERVICE

Adult Bible Study 9am-9:45
10:00 - 11:30
Children's Church
Fellowship after the Service

I lived in Bonners Ferry, ID for three
years serving as associate pastor
before I went to Myanmar in
2014. The first time I went “up the
mountain” in Chin State in January,
2015, I kept telling everyone, “This
looks just like the mountains in Idaho.”
I was talking to Pastor Pa Kep on messenger
chat a couple of days ago just before he left for
a week visit to Viet Nam. He is attending the
FMC annual conference there – just like what
Pastor Brenda and Judy just got back from.

Watch live/Recorded on Facebook @ Please pray for him for encouragement, edification, refreshment and renewal. It has been a
Abundant Life Fellowship, Chewelah rough couple of years for him overseeing our

FMC in Myanmar. And it is only because of a
special invitation from the Viet Nam FMC that
Webpage www.abundantlifechewelah.com he was able to leave the country.

2nd Sunday: Communion

includes the Sunday Bulletin and on-line giving.

Wednesday’s at 5pm; gather in
the fellowship hall for a homemade soup supper and faith
based conversations!

While on the “call”, I asked him why he could
travel to the central and eastern part of Myanmar, but not the western part –
where Chin State (which is about 95% Christian) is and where about 90% of our
Free Methodists live. He said in the western part of the country there are still
strongholds of people standing against the military dictators. This made me
think of northern Idaho (and northeast Washington) and, no matter the country
or culture, how alike people are – the ones living up in the mountains and more
remote areas are much more “Independent” and more willing to make a stand
for that independence. Please continue to pray for God’s protection, provision
and peace!

We are going through the book of
Acts! Questions? Call Trish at 6755967 .
We meet virtual and in person at
the church every Wed at noon.
The Yada Yada group is meeting @
11am on Tuesday’s. Call Linda, 9360031 for more info.
To join in a prayer group or to
be part of a new one, call
Debbie 935-6269 or Carol
(509)563-9725.

Don’t be to very surprised to show up on
a Wednesday at 5pm for dinner and find
out the menu isn’t actually soup! In the
planning is a baked potato bar dinner and
possibly even a taco night!
Please come, invite your friends and
neighbors and join in on a wonderful
meal and heartwarming conversations.

Sunday morning Bible Studay @ 9 has
been methodically going through The
Chosen Series. They are now in the
2nd Season.

This Saturday July 2nd at 8:00 a.m. IS
CANCELLED! Join our men for great
food and fellowship the 1st Sat. of
August.

As many of you know Judy Rarrick, our delegate, and I just returned from
Denver where we attended The River Conference annual conference. Bishop Matt Whitehead reminded us of the Free Methodist core
values, known as The Free Methodist Way. I thought I’d share them with
you this month.
Pastor Brenda

First is Life Giving Holiness. In the past, holiness had become thought
of as strictly following a set of rules. You know, the list of don’ts. In reality holiness is based out of the love of God and should always be life giving,

not life sucking.
Second is Love-Driven Justice. What this means is that we strive to realize a better society where
all people are reconciled to God.
Third is Christ-Compelled Multiplication. Our church has really grasped the heart of this value over
the past year or so. Everything we’re doing to reach people for Christ is by listening to his still small
voice and responding to it.
Fourth is Cross-Cultural Collaboration. The Kingdom of God has people from all kinds of backgrounds, life experiences, all different ages, from different nations of origin, and both genders. We
can learn from those who are different from us. The key to this is that we are better together.
Fifth is God-Given Revelation. The Word of God is our foundation. We follow the leading of God,
not our own agenda. We might get excited about our own passions, even ones that are good, but if
we’re not careful, we can let our passions guide us rather than the Word of God. God’s Word, the
Bible, is our true home and foundation. This is where we turn to for help and guidance.

The purpose of these values isn’t to increase our denomination, but to point people to Jesus, to help
people get to Jesus, to increase the kingdom of God.
Our reality is that we are a small church of older people. We love God and really want others to have a
relationship with him too. We may feel like the possibilities are limited because of our limitations,
but in the hands of God they are more than we can even imagine. Soup’s On is one way to love and
reach people for Jesus. Maybe there are some other things we can do too, as individuals and as a
church. Let’s be in prayer together for our community, our friends, and our families.

Verse of the Month
In him all parts of the
building fit together
and grow into a holy
temple in the Lord,
Ephesians 2:21

As you all know, the church is more than the building we meet in,
we are the church. We are the parts of the church that fit together
for growing into God’s holy temple. We can only do that if we are
living in Christ and he is living in us. Living in Christ reminds me of
that walk children sometimes do with each other, where they link
arms and their inside legs cross over each other as they walk. They
have to be synchronized in order to move forward. When we’re in
synch with Jesus we can move together as a whole for his purposes.

This was written June 22nd, by the time you will read it, Keith and Carolyn will be by the
grace of God, safe and sound here in Chewelah.

The time to leave Uganda is coming rapidly and there is still so much to complete
before we go! One great big halleluiah goes to God for having our favorite Toyota
Land Cruiser repaired and repainted and is now back at our HAN home/office. Since
then we've had a badly damaged radiator and a leaking tire, but Mission Aviation

Fellowship MAF was able to purchase a new radiator and fly it to us in Lira in just 2
days!! Missionary/ Mechanic Keith, immediately installed it and we are now back in
"business". For 2 weeks, we were on motorcycles, and were able to enjoy our HAN
"waving ministry" with hundreds of people we passed on the roads!
Dr. Opio, our Ugandan brother the surgeon has operated on another 5 people who came to us in the
last few weeks. Catherine, with a huge growth on her face almost covering her eye, has had it
removed. Our friend Dickens needed a second surgery on his damaged nose from a motorcycle accident. HAN helped provide food for several of them, transportation for family to come help, and ferrying prison guards each night for oversight of inmates Ceci who had a goiter removed and Dafine who
is now free of an ovarian cyst. ALL are healing well with only 2 now left in the hospital. They were all
given booklets from the Bible in the Lango Language, which had been translated and printed by
HAN. The patients, caregivers and guards were tested and given reading glasses as needed. This
week 5 female and 6 male inmates along with 3 guards were part of a Teacher Training Workshop in
the Lira Main Prison organized and performed by inmates who
have become trainers.
There are now enough new teachers to start more literacy classes
in the prisons. Already, 47 women have signed up for Literacy

Classes and 31 for the English as a Second Language class
ESL!! Those students plus the teachers accounts for nearly every female inmate!! The men's classes are already in session so
the new male teachers will join the teachers with those classes.
These photos are of John, a neighbor who came to our gate regu-

BEFORE

larly to beg for food and was one of the large crowd that came
during the Covid-19 lockdown.

He was a "mean drunkard"

during that time and fell and fractured his upper arm. HAN
helped him with medical care and food for his family along with
leaving translated books of the New Testament for his nieces
and nephews to read to him. He is now a smiling, happy man,

with a family who now loves to be with him. He loves to hear
God's Word and has not had any alcohol for nearly a year! Praise
God for His miraculous ways of getting our attention!! AFTER READING GOD'S WORD!

But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peaceloving, considerate, submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial
My thought of the week: “Being peaceable, gentle and open to reason in the
face of culturally hot topics is a sign of God’s wisdom.” (author unknown)


Am I pure?

This word pure means to be blameless. Quite literally it is to be free from any impurities in one’s

life. Note that this is the first thing that James mentions in this list of characteristics, denoting that it is of paramount
importance. If one is not pure first, then the other characteristics will not follow, because it is purity that impacts everything else.



Am I gentle?

It does not say to be a peacemaker, but rather be peaceable. Being peaceful, in the sense of not

causing strife, division, etc. should be part of a person’s nature, if they have true wisdom.


Am I open to reason? Epieikēs (gentle) has no satisfactory equivalent in English, but it carries the ideas of
equitable, seemly, fitting, fair, moderate, forbearing, courteous, and considerate.



Am I full of Mercy? The word here is interesting because it means compliant and also easy to persuade. This
idea must be understood immensely in order to apply it appropriately. Rather than being subject to our own emotions,
we should be rational. For example, how do we respond to discipline? Often we get emotional and upset, and as a
result we lash out against whoever is delivering the discipline. Being open to reason should mean that we reasonably
consider the discipline. This does not mean that when Biblical authority is being challenged that one simply allows it
to continue. We must be logical and thoughtful (thus being open to reason), however, we cannot contradict Scripture
and do something that is contrary to Scripture, because that would force someone into sin. The idea is that by being
open to reason, you are demonstrating an attitude of humility and one of logic that makes a person teachable.



Am I full of Good Works? Like God has forgiven the sins of men, so should we forgive those who transgress
against us. We are to be merciful towards others, in the same way that it has been lavished on us. Likewise, James
says that believers should be full of good fruit. Earlier on in the epistle James 2:14-20, James addressed the topic of
works. He is calling on believers, those that have true wisdom, showing evidence by their good conduct (James 3:13)
of bearing good fruit in the works that give assurance to salvation (not producing salvation!).



Am I impartial?

In James 2:1-13, the issue of partiality is addressed in detail. James accuses those who show

partiality as being in judgment of others. The idea is to not make distinctions based on partial judgments, but instead
treat all the same.


Am I sincere? Originally it meant inexperienced in the art of acting.

It means to be genuine with no pretenses.

In church circles these days, there is this movement in which people say they want others to be genuine with them. In
other words, be who you are and don’t put on masquerades. We can never build true relationships if we are not
genuine, because we never get to know the true person. —Reading for God’s Glory

need pra yer?
Holly Calvert 935 -6485
Mary Knapp 936-0319

Abundant Life Fellowship

Pastor Brenda Nagunst: Office and Community Hours:
Monday- Thursday 8:30am - 4:30pm

LOV E G O D .

Business Office: Tues.,Thurs.9a-1a, Wed. 9a-12, 1p-2p

LOV E P E O P L E .

Contact Info: (509) 935-8029
PO Box 74 N.203.2nd & Clay St. East
Chewelah, WA. 99109

MAKE DISCIPLES.

E-Mail:

abundantlifechewelah@gmail.com

Website: abundantlifechewelah.com

